Lindsay's Artistic Basis for Missionary

Work in Primitivism Becomes Inspiration Is

N. Vachal Lindsay who will speak on "Missionary Work in Primitivism" is a genius of the Orient. The lecture will be given at 8 o'clock tonight in the Memorial Union at the University of Iowa. The lecture will be held in the Great Hall of the Union.
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announced his worthy, and the University of Iowa accepted him on this basis. He entered as a freshman in 1902 and in the following year received his B. A. degree.
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"I'll give all I've got to be in the Yale last year when the Iowa men come on the field," in the contest of opinion expressed by a number of persons interviewed yesterday. "I know that they're going to be the team that is going to be talking about Iowa next year and not the other way around."

The Inter-Collegiate, which has charge of the arrangements for starting the special train, plans on having at least two trains from 10 to 11 coaches start out from the station in Iowa City, and two other trains being considered for the trip, the Baltimore and Ohio and the other is the New York Central. The coaches would be taken to the Rock Island train at Chicago and then be continued on the trip to New York.

Want To See New York

Most everyone interviewed wanted to have at least a day in New York. A desire to paint the town red on the way back was expressed by more than one. "There is nothing like arrangements of this kind that makes the tour of New York worth while," was the way most of them put it.

The Bowling 8th, which has charge of the arrangements for starting the special train, plans on having at least two trains from 10 to 11 coaches start out from the station in Iowa City, and two other trains being considered for the trip, the Baltimore and Ohio and the other is the New York Central. The coaches would be taken to the Rock Island train at Chicago and then be continued on the trip to New York.

The Inter-Collegiate, which has charge of the arrangements for starting the special train, plans on having at least two trains from 10 to 11 coaches start out from the station in Iowa City, and two other trains being considered for the trip, the Baltimore and Ohio and the other is the New York Central. The coaches would be taken to the Rock Island train at Chicago and then be continued on the trip to New York.
Wanda Hawley
(One of the 12 Stars of Automation)

"Her Face Value"

HANK MANN

"Naughty Nurse"

PASTIME

The Theatre With the College Spirit

At the request of numerous patrons, who have been unable to see this picture, which is the most exciting, and perhaps the last, ever screened in Iowa City, we are holding it over today at the Totem, in order to accommodate them.

You will get it from start to finish.

---

GARDEN

Always a Good Show

LAST TIMES TODAY

PLAYS TO BE SEEN
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Peta Theta Pi

Wanda Hawley

HANK MANN

NAZIMOV

"CAMILLE"

With the Greatest Lover the Screen Has Ever Performed

Rudolph Valentino

Star of "The Four Horsemen" and "The Sheik,

Never two players were as richly endowed by nature to act perfect roles as Nazimova and Valentino, to play the difficult parts of "Camille" and her lover, "Armand.

The greatest ball room scene, Monte Carlo, the elaborate settings and growth of this picture have never been equalled.

DON'T MISS SEEING "CAMILLE"—ONE OF THE REAL BIG PICTURES THIS YEAR!

Admission: Matinees—15c-30c

Evenings—20c-40c.

THE University Theatre

6 Plays—$4.50

Your last chance to buy a season ticket and save $1.50

Next Play: "Beyond the Horizon"

DEC 15 AND 16

"The Home of Big Pictures"

NOW SHOWING—JUST THREE MORE DAYS

Another Knockout for the Coming Week End
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"YE BLUE LAWS" IS IN LIBRARY

Many Interesting Books May Be Found On New Book Shelf

"Hands are associated with evil" is the theme of a new book, "Ye Blue Laws," which appeared this week on the book shelf in the University library. From this book it would seem that the blue law advocates of today are merely reviving the themes of the Puritans. It says:

"Blue Laws are not only a source of pride to students, but a source of joy to the literary community.""YE BLUE LAWS" IS IN LIBRARY

EDUCATION

A great man was once asked what he considered the most valuable result of an education. He replied: "It smooths off the rugged roads of life." YOUR education is not complete without a knowledge of banking principles and practices.

A checking or savings account in this bank will start your financial education.

The First National Bank
Member Federal Reserve System

A Christmas Sale of Beautiful Blouses

Comparison will instantly reveal the distinctive qualities of these Blouses. Not to see the collection is now like being born "blind."

Competition is the spur which will drive us to achieve superior results. Thus, we invite you to judge, compare and select from models which are not in connection with but which present all phases of distinctive in style, thoughts, colors and materials.

A Sale That Has Never Been Equaled—High Grade Blouses

$5.95

VALUES TO $15.00

These are remarkable values, you'll agree with us, especially when you consider the high character of the materials, the wonderful artistic fashioning, the proper fit and the high finish. In fact, nothing has been overlooked to make these Blouses real money savers. You will find no better value on the market.

Women of every social station will appreciate the Wonderful Values they are. It will be hard to find a more select lot of fashionable gowns at such a low price. They will make excellent and practical Christmas gifts.

REMEMBER SALE, PROMPTLY

Mondllay Morning

Pointex Heel Misses' and Children's Hose

Felt Julies

Pure silk Stockings made with reinforced foot and heel, and fashioned to fit perfectly. Made to order, $1.50 a pair—special price—$1.00 a pair.

In Copenhagen blue, red, and peach, flame patterned silk shoe stockings, E's to 6. A very special selection of fashionable offering—at—pair—

$2.00

93c

The Studio Shop

Home Decorator's

117 IOWA AVE.

Brass Goods, European Antiques, Japanese and American Bakals are special features. Lessons given and special orders executed.

Did you know that you could get board by the week for only 

$5.50 FOR 21 MEALS

AT THE

St. Francis Hotel

(RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE CAMPUS, South)

GIVE US A TRIAL

The Daily Iowan, State University of Iowa, 10th December, 1921

PAGE FIVE

"THE GREATLY THEATRICAL HIT OF THE SEASON! It has Taken Iowa City by Storm!"

It has Taken Iowa City by Storm!

Douglas Fairbanks

The Three Musketeers

"The Three Musketeers"

STARRING TOMORROW

Not only Miss Ferguson's Biggest Picture—But One of the Biggest of All Time

ANOTHER BELL RINGER FOR THE GREATEST BIG PICTURE

SEASON IN THE STRAND'S HISTORY

SHOWS AT 1:30—3:30—5:30—8:30

ADMISSION—55c & 30c

Miss Ferguson Wears 30 Different Gowns, Each Worth Almost $1,000.00

Dozens of Extras—Sets—This Showing Is One of the Very First In Iowa

Lizzie Parsons, born in New England, be- loved and "scraping up" in a sleepy village.

"The Three Musketeers"

STARTING TOMORROW

Adolph Zukor

Elsie Ferguson

in "Footlights"

The leading role is the most varied, the widest in ranges ever conceived. And Miss Ferguson gives it life and reality that you never dreamed could be achieved on the screen.

There's only one way to realize how great "FOOTLIGHTS" is—That's to see it!
Three Central Ideas of CHRISTIANITY
II. "The Moral Burden of The Individual"
Sunday, December 11
10:45 a.m.
The Congregational Church
IRA J. HUTCHSON, Pastor

FOR EXPERT WORKSHOP
Try the—
Italian Shoemakers
SAM CORTIMICOLO JOE RAINBOW

These men have both had years of experience in shoe repairing.

SHOES REPAIRED WHILE YOU WAIT

SHORT'S
18 South Clinton
Across from the Campus
"You've Tried the Rest—Now Try the Best!"


Fasted Meat
Skim Pies
Run across the Campus between classes and try a COLD GLASS OF FRESH MILK with
Chocolate, Maple Nut or Vanilla
EKSMIO PIE
Sidwell's Dairy Store
Just East of the University Book Store

ANNOUNCEMENT
The office of the local coroners has been informed through the Culp,
$150,000, that the coroners have not been paid and can not be
Made known before Christmas. At present, the coroners and the
State coroners are prevented from the duties.

Robert E. Courtney, Commissioner of Public Safety.

Trypaa for "The Shop Shop" will be held in the student hotel, at
Monday, December 15.

Believe it, claim, play management.

Those who play in the first game of the old football rule book that
permitted everyone on the offensive except the man with the ball.
Then they would be allowed in front of the runner and run interference for the man
with the ball. Now it's not so essential in the

Moral Burden of The Individual.

One writer history. Probably no writing machine has
spicuously as one of the great achievements in

Exposure to certain forms of football that took

of the

a

FRATERNITY JEWELRY Mfg. Co.-
Fraternity and College Society and Class Pins & specialties
Dance Favor and Awards
225 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Notice
We Are Preparing to SERVE SANDWICHES, COFFEE, FINE OYSTERS STEWS AND BOUILLON
Come in after Varsity
P Jaffs
Your place for order for Christmas Food in plenty of time

High Grade Chocolates and Bon-Bons

"All Candies and Iron Our Own Make" (Absolutely)

Petticoats and Pettipetticoa...

Daintiest of Gifts
Exquisitely pretty new Silk Petticoats
in all the newest colors; extra values from:
$2.50 to $15.00

Beautiful new Silk Petticoats range from
$2.50 to $15.00

Additive new Satin and Satinette Petticoats, all new designs at extra values on
$2.50 to $15.00

Other special values in Bloomers and Petticoats, at
$2.50 to $15.00